
 4-H PHOTOGRAPHY PROJECT RECORD 
 
Check all that apply to your photography project this year. 
 
        used fixed focus or automatic camera                     used a flash 
        used adjustable camera              used a reflector 
        used a normal lens               used a self timer 
        used a wide angle lens               used an enlarger 
        used a telephoto lens               processed your own film in darkroom 
        used a zoom lens        made your own prints in darkroom   
        used a tripod                            used medium or large format camera 
        used a cable release                       made a contact sheet 
        used a vignetting tool               had a photo published (newspaper) 
        used a slide film               learned about portraits 
        used film speeds of 400 or more             learned about composition 
        used film speeds of less than 400             learned about framing 
        used filters                learned about mounting 
        shot pictures at night               learned about rule of thirds 
        shot a time exposure               learned about close up photography 
        made a slide show               learned about lighting 
        used a video camera               made a movie 
 
 
Using the above check list tell how you have used the articles and techniques in your  

photography project this year:          

              

              

              

              

 
Add anything not covered above:          
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
You may enhance your record with a story, photos with captions, and/or news clippings. 

8 Photo evaluations are required – you can do more if you like, just make copies.         12/2000                  



My Best Picture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Mount Picture in this Space) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Why I consider this my best picture of this year: 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 



Photo Evaluation Sheet 

 

Complete the following section in relation to the picture mounted below: 

Time of Day photo was taken:____________________________________________ 

Film Used:_________________ Type of Camera Used:________________________ 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Mount your Picture in this space 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 

 

This picture could be improved by:           

              

              

Critique this picture  (check all that apply)  

         Over Exposure                            Under Exposure               Good Exposure  

         Subject too far away                     Subject too close            Subject right distance 

         Double Exposure           Out of Focus                    Camera Moved     

         Subject Moved                              Good Lighting                    Poor Lighting      

         Composition – good         Composition – poor 

         Story telling – good        Storytelling – poor 
 

8 Photo evaluations are required – you can do more if you like, just make copies.          
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